
Should we know everything about our genome?
A look at the ethics behind telling people everything (about their genetic

information) when they might not want that much. Maybe knowing it all sounds
nice, but where’s the limit?

As expected, now that we have cheap and fast access to our genome, new problems have
emerged. This, combined with some genetic diseases still being actively researched
because we still don’t have the cure, has created a bunch of new unresolved questions
among scientists. These newly formulated questions include:

-When a geneticist finds a still undiagnosed genetic disease in somebody’s DNA, should this
person know about it? In case it can’t be cured nowadays, is it better to keep it a “secret”?
-What chance of developing an important sickness is the minimum to make us inform the
patient of it? At what point are we just simply scaring people?
-Should these genetic tests be done to people who haven’t asked for them (or only need
them for other diagnoses, for example)?
-If a lethal genetic affliction is discovered in someone's genes by accident (like when you are
searching for some other thing), should this person be informed of it? Even if it still won’t
affect them for more than a decade?
-Should a random “lucky find” in our DNA really dictate our life? Where should we draw the
line for too much information?

Some will argue that the answer to these is to always tell everything discovered when
analyzing DNA. This will actually work for a lot of people, but the conflict starts when not
everyone shares this opinion. The debate comes from people not wanting to be told
everything that might go wrong with their health, mostly is one of these three cases:

-The genetic disease found has no cure, so there is “no difference in telling them now”.
-The chances of this complication are too low to be worth telling the patient.
-Having a cure or not, this person could live long before being diagnosed, and therefore
knowing about this genetic affliction may just worry them too much about something that
might happen later in their life.

In any case, I personally feel like there is no correct or final answer to this problem regarding
such sensitive information. Maybe asking everyone who for any given reason gets their
genome analyzed if they want to know about everything or not, is a good way to start
(maybe someone only wants to know about one specific gene and doesn’t want the rest to
worry him). In general, I think everyone should be given the chance to decide what
information will be given to them, because total knowledge is not everyone’s first choice (and
that is perfectly okay).
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